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Margaret Mead.  "From Popping the Question to Popping the Pill."


Article 
	audience:	
		
		written for Mc Call's Magazine  (1976)
			
			.... a magazine basically for women

		simple style
		appeals to a wide audience

	author:
		
		popular, famous, well-known writer...
	
			in demand for lecturers...
			famous writer

	title:

		attention-getting
		suggests an informal attitude toward marraige


		Popping the Question = to ask someone to marry you

		Popping the Pill = oral birth control  (contraceptives)

	tone:

		informal
	
		still has a scholarly attitude

	subjects:

		paragraphs 1-6:  customs of the past

		paragraphs 7 +:  courtship and marriage  1914-1970s
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What has remained the same over the years:

	courtship period

	exhanging of rings

	marriage ceremony


What has changed over the years:

	courtship and engagement periods are shorter and often less formal

	often couples have lived together before marriage

	Practice of chaperoning has been abandoned

	divorce much more prevalent


What has made changes take place easily

	automobile

	industrial revolution --- movement to cities

	ecological problems have increased... led to a desire for 
		
		zero-population growth


From Popping the Question to Popping the Pill.  Salient points
						
						P a r t    I

Paragraph 1.   Introduction.

	Many changes in attitudes

		What attitudes changed:
			toward courtship
			toward marriage

		By whom:
			middle class   |	people
			educated       |
			style setting  |

	Courtship -- originally
	
		An accepted part of a person's love life
		Tentative -- allowed the man or woman a trial period
		A long time -- before and after the engagement -- up to the 						wedding day

Paragraph 2.  Courtship -- rules to be followed

	Gifts ---
		preservable   e. g., a diamond ring
		consumable    e. g., candy

	Trips ---
		a girl was still expected to pay for train fare

Paragraph 3.  Chaperoning vs. Privacy

	Varied with local conditions
		
		walks in |  the park
			    |  country lanes

	Virginity was to be preserved.
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Paragraph 4.  Wedding Day

	Girl

		looked |  forward to 
			  |  back to

	Boy

		marked the end of his freedom
		bachelor's party the night before

		ceremony = splendor
		dress and veil = elegance
		post-ceremony = reception, and the cake cutting
		departure =  honeymoon

Paragraph 5.  At the Altar

	Groom -- possible problems

		will he appear
		will he (or the best man) bring the wedding ring
	
	Bride --  beginning of a new role ---  trying to please her husband

Paragraph 6.  Elopement:  and alternative to marriage.

						
						P a r t   I  I

1914-

	Influence of the automobile --- elimination of chaperones
	
	Beginning of men to ask for [sexual] "favors he didn't expect to 			receive."

			girl, and not chaperone, had to maintain her self-respect

	Envy of young girl's freedom by middle aged women

	Dance

		more men invited than girls -- rise of stag line

		no formal dance program, with each person dancing with a 	
			partner arranged in advance.... freedom for impromptu choice
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	Pinnings

		college boy pins his girl with his fraternity pin.... signifying 			the seriousness of the relationship

	Engagements
		
		shorter
		often tentative commitments were made as a pre-engagement,  			agreement, but yet as an alternative to a formal engagement

1950s

	All to many "pregnant marriages---"

	Love less important than  the |  security   |  of being married
                                   |  necessity  |

	Rise of child sex... beginning with the sixth grade

	Beginning of the rise of divorce

		more prevalent

		when took place:
			if the husband was not fulfilled
			if the children were being exposed to marriage strife

		result:

			child custody
			often each parent would remarry

	Typical 1950s marriage
	
		nuclear family
		living in a suburban home
		station wagon
		country club membership
		children
		mother stayed at home and took care of the home

	New trends

		woman returned to work, if she wanted to
		beginning of the more frank attitude toward sex
		love was regarded as a feeling for another person...
				people were not expected to absolutely get married
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1960s

	Rise of certain changes in society

		How facilitated:

			freedom for women
			freedom for blacks  (1964 Civil Rights Act)
			freedom for Third World undeveloped and developing	 					countries

			freedom for gays/lesbians
			freedom not to have many children (birth control)
			freedom of having visual pollution --- reduction of 					censorship
				
					sex shown in movies
					sex described in books
			
			affirmative action for minorities...  
					minorities   must be hired
					handicapped
	Cohabitation

	Marriage partners not satisfied

		man leaving their spouse, who moved (often with the children) to
			a city to work

                                                               
1970s

	Single Parent households increased

	Alternative marriage arrangements tried out by some

		communes
		open marriages
		mate swapping (exchanging)

	Traditional families still existed in many places


		girls  |  hoped for "Prince Charming" to come along
			  |  used love "arrangements" as steps along the way
					to a marriage
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	Rise of premarital sex

		before or after courtship

	     either the man or the woman could initiate it

	Alternative for marriage for woman

		nun
		career woman

	Family, as an institution in the 1970s was suffering..
		
		Causes =   

			society   |  disorganization
					|  experimentation
					|  discontent  (dissent)

							economic instability
							political instability
							unemployment
							highjacking
							kidnapping
							bombs

		Marriage [and parenthood] =
			
			no longer required or expected
			no longer a duty;  it should be a calling... a voluntary
				vocation

			rights of fathers  (child custody, if necessary)
	
			rights of mothers  (no physical or mental abuse)

		Abortion

			allowed without question if the mother had been carrying
				the baby 3 months or less

			unsafe abortion mills came under examination
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	More concern with all of humanity  =   environmentalists

	More concern with sex education

		a more healthy outlook...

			sexuality should include both love and delight

			sexuality should have some sort of reason and structure
					behind it....


